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Overview
Fluidconcepts is an innovative designer, marketer and manufacturer of contemporary office furnishings. Product lines
range from managerial, executive and boardroom casegoods to desking and benching systems, but also includes
custom reception stations, portable “Office-in-a-box” and height-adjustable tables.
Since 2001, Fluidconcepts has been providing unique, design-driven, contemporary furnishings for the workplace. Our
products offer creative solutions while still addressing today's real workplace issues, such as technology
accommodation and integration, installation simplicity, modular expansion and reconfiguration and inventory
management.
From the materials used, through manufacturing processes, we consistently surpass environmental and sustainability
standards in the United States and Canada. Our products are SCS Air Quality Certified, CGSB Tested, and ANSIBIFMA Tested. The materials and components we use in manufacturing have a high degree of recyclable content and
are post-consumer recyclable. We are a proudly ISO9001:2015 Certified design and manufacturing facility.
Fluidconcepts has more than 5,000 installations throughout the United States, Canada and overseas that range from
small to medium-sized businesses to major corporations, government and educational institutions. End customers
include: MGM Studios, Warner Bros Studios, Relativity Media, H&R Block, HSBC Banking Branches, UCLA, Motley
Fool, Stantec Engineering, Anschutz Entertainment Group (Los Angeles), the University of Toronto, various V.A.
Medical Centers, many U.S. Air Force Bases and Federal Government agencies.
Treo is a contemporary and economical casegoods solution for the open plan and private office. A core collection of
products that provide a multitude of solutions. Based off a platform of 1" Worksurfaces and Gable Construction it offers
22 TFL and HPL Laminates, 7 Handle Options and Full Extension Drawer Slides. Like all our products, Treo is
ANSI/BIFMA & CGSB Certified as well as SCS Indoor Air Quality Certified.
Qi (Quick & Intelligent), is a highly configurable collection of affordable workstation components which can be used for
the open plan or private office.
Boardwalk Executive, is an executive line of casegoods which offers 1 1/2" Worksurfaces and gables to provide an
elegant solution for the private office.
BOB, the mobile office, comes complete with technology, lighting, lockable storage, work tools, whiteboard and an

holding area. This is for companies requiring frequent changes, real time workstation additions, and real time removal
of workstations. Users now have open plan working spaces which can be completely closed up and locked when they
are not being used benefiting from additional space and security.
Sophi tables are An elegantly designed modular table system for private office, benching, boardroom and meeting
spaces. Sophi features die cast aluminum legs in a beautiful chrome finish connected to a modular aluminum frame.
ThinkPod is perfect for business lounges, library enclaves, touch-down areas, or any place where one or many need
to work in privacy or collaboratively. ThinkPods can be complete circular workstations or partial segments and they
can be linked in various configurations in snake like configurations, tangents, or as independent pods. ThinkPods can
be specified in 48" and 60" diameters, and in 36", 42", 49" and 60" heights. Dividers are available in a variety of
materials such as laminate, softscape and acrylics.
Truss Work Bench is a high performance truss-based desking and benching system offering extreme structural
stability, flexibility, infinite worksurface and storage height adjustment. A new way of thinking and working.specified in
a variety of acrylic colors that give Edge a modern, contemporary look.
Twist training tables…flipping and nesting tables which features an easy and quick twis
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